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Last week the oldest war in African wildlife conservation ethics blew up yet again with The Times taking up the 
cudgels on behalf of the anti-hunting , anti-trade in animals parts, lobby. This is a well-funded Western alliance of 
campaign groups that is currently driving the debate and pressuring the British government to ban the import of 
animal trophies. 

This lobby shows photographs of smug looking humans cradling high-powered rifles resting on the corpses of 
aesthetically perfect animals such as zebra, giraffe, leopards and lions that they have just shot. In this case the 
photographs feature a Cambridge-educated lawyer and a Thames Water worker who have committed these 
barbaric acts.

From this personal, in-your-face reaction The Times has built its anti trophy-hunting argument, citing as historic 
precedent the “murder” of Cecil the Lion in Zimbabwe in 2015. The editorial cites a report elsewhere in the 
newspaper by Eduardo Goncalves, founder of the Campaign to Ban Trophy Hunting, so no conflict there. 
According to Mr Goncalves, rural African communities that have been speaking out for the retention of consumptive 
utilisation of wildlife (ie hunting and other ways that wild animals should contribute to land use economics) have 
been bought off by hunting organisations such as Safari Club International (SCI) and “an industry-funded group that 
has reportedly paid contractors hundreds of thousands of pounds to create fake online accounts which parrot pro-
hunting messages.” (While SCI may well have engaged in some skullduggery, to suggest that every rural African 
voice is compromised is clearly nonsense.)

In response to this, Community Leaders Network, a group of southern African rural community groups that 
represents millions of rural Africans, many of whom live cheek-by-jowl with wild animals in challenging 
circumstances, asked that their views on these contentious issues be heard. They have addressed the editorial with 
a point-by-point rebuttal. In brief here are the issues they raise:

Firstly, to the statement that trophy hunting was introduced by colonials and is thus racist, the Network states 
categorically that “we have replaced the purely extractive trophy hunting that harmed our communities during 
colonialism with well-regulated, community-based trophy hunting that provides essential incentives for us to live 
side-by-side with dangerous wild animals and generates economic benefits for people who sorely need them.”
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Secondly, on the claim that trophy hunting “fuels a precipitous decline in population levels of endangered species” 
the Network says: “Show us the evidence for this offensive, sweeping and baseless claim which contradicts our 
information and knowledge as the owners and managers of wildlife.”

Finally, the statement that it is “not good enough to say that trophy hunting provides local communities with jobs 
and income” has drawn an angry response from the community leaders group. “We say a ban on hunting imports to 
the United Kingdom would be disastrous for our communities, denying us crucial revenue and removing our 
incentives to tolerate iconic and often dangerous wild animals that live on our land. To feed our families we would 
have little alternative but to convert wildlife habitat into agricultural land.”

However uncomfortable we in the West feel about killing animals for sport it is, as they say, of great economic 
benefit to the poor African populations the Community Leaders Network represent. And it is telling that the 
countries represented by the Network – exclusively southern African nations such as Namibia, South Africa, 
Zimbabwe and Zambia – have been the most successful in maintaining wildlife populations whereas East African 
countries such as Kenya, where hunting was banned in the late Seventies, have suffered dramatic declines in their 
wildlife populations.

The Network insists that it is speaking for a significant rural African population who are being bullied by Western 
do-gooders and are the subject of false claims by the likes of Eduardo Goncalves. They say the fact that The Times 
did not print their strong rebuttal to its editorial is confirmation their voices are not being heard in the West. 

The struggle continues.
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